OR5.0 THE VARI COMBINE

OMEGA 1
OR5.0 VARI BACKGROUND
OR5.01 VARI GOVERNMENT
OR5.02 VARI TECHNOLOGY
OR5.03 VARI LABS
OR5.04 VARI DESIGN NOTES
OR5.0 VARI COMBINE SHIPS
OR5.2 VARI HEAVY CRUISER (CA)
OR5.3 VARI LIGHT CRUISER (CL)
OR5.4 VARI FRIGATE (FF)
OR5.5 VARI FRIGATE SCOUT (FFS)

OMEGA 2
OR5.0 VARI COMBINE SHIPS
OR5.6 VARI PROBE CRUISER (CAP)
OR5.7 VARI BATLEVAGON (BW)
OR5.8 VARI LIGHT COMMAND CRUISER (CLC)
OR5.9 VARI FRIGATE LEADER (FFL)
OR5.10 VARI LIGHT SCOUT CARRIER (FVS)
OR5.11 VARI ESCORT FRIGATE (FFE)
OR5.12 VARI HEAVY FRIGATE (FH)

CAPTAIN'S LOG #23
OR5.0 VARI COMBINE SHIPS
OR5.13 VARI TORPEDO (HEAVY) CRUISER (CT)
OR5.14 VARI TORPEDO FRIGATE (FT)
OR5.15 VARI COMMAND CRUISER (CC)
OR5.16 VARI WING CRUISER (WC)

OMEGA 5
OR5.0 VARI COMBINE SHIPS
OR5.17 VARI SPACE CONTROL SHIP (SCS)
OR5.18 VARI LIGHT ESCORT CRUISER (CLE)
OR5.19 VARI FAST PATROL SHIP TENDER (PFT)

OMEGA 2
OR5.80 VARI COMBINE BASES
OR5.81 VARI LIVERY BASE (LB)

OMEGA 5
OR5.80 VARI COMBINE BASES
OR5.82 VARI SMALL FIGHTER GROUND BASE (FGB-S)
OR5.83 VARI MEDIUM FIGHTER GROUND BASE (FGB-M)
OR5.84 VARI SMALL PF GROUND BASE (GPF)
OR5.85 VARI PLANETARY CONTROL BASE (GPC)

OMEGA 2
OR5.80 VARI COMBINE FIGHTERS
OR5.81 VARI ATTRITION FIGHTER (AF)
OR5.82 VARI PARTICLE BEAM FIGHTER (PBF)

OMEGA 5
OR5.80 VARI COMBINE FIGHTERS
OR5.83 VARI IMPROVED ATTRITION FIGHTER (AFI)
OR5.84 VARI ADVANCED ATTRITION FIGHTER (AF)
OR5.85 VARI ATTRITION ELECTRONIC WARFARE FIGHTER-E (AF)
OR5.86 VARI IMPROVED PARTICLE BEAM FIGHTER (PBFI)
OR5.87 VARI ADVANCED PARTICLE BEAM FIGHTER (PBFA)
OR5.88 VARI PARTICLE BEAM ELECTRONIC WARFARE FIGHTER-E (PBFE)
OMEGA 5
OR5.PF0 VARI COMBINE FAST PATROL SHIPS
OR5.PF2 VARI FAST PATROL SHIP (PF)
OR5.PF3 VARI FAST PATROL SHIP LEADER (PFL)
OR5.PF4 VARI FAST PATROL SHIP SCOUT (PFS)
OR5.PF5 VARI PARTICLE SPLITTER FAST PATROL SHIP (PPF)
OR5.PF6 VARI CARGO FAST PATROL SHIP (PFC)
OR5.PF7 VARI FIGHTER-CONVEYOR FAST PATROL SHIP (PFF)
OR5.PF8 VARI GROUND ASSAULT FAST PATROL SHIP (PFG)
OR5.PF9 VARI MINE WARFARE FAST PATROL SHIP (PFM)
OR5.PF10 VARI RECOVERY FAST PATROL SHIP (PFR)
OR5.PF11 VARI SURVEY FAST PATROL SHIP (PFQ)

OMEGA 1
OR5.R0 VARI COMBINE REFITS
OR5.R1 VARI PARTICLE PROBE AMMUNITION REFIT

OMEGA 5
OR5.R0 VARI COMBINE REFITS
OR5.R2 VARI MECH LINK REFIT